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Straight and Canted Table Legs
Inquire straight and canted legs are constructed of 1.5mm wall x 45mm (1.75") O.D. steel tubing with top being flared to a 
dimension of 125mm diameter over the top 5.64" length of the tube. Legs are powder-coated in a variety of finish colors. 
Chrome finish is not available on Inquire tables. Legs are offered in straight or canted styles.

Straight Table Leg Mounting
Straight table legs have a 2.5mm steel leg mounting plate welded to inside of flared section. Steel mounting plate includes 
an M10-1.5 x 20mm threaded stud in center of plate to facilitate attaching to the top mounting plate. The top mounting 
plate is made from 2.5mm steel and includes an M10-1.5 thread size weld nut in the center to accept the leg mounting 
plate. The top mounting plate is held to the table top (worksurface) with four #12 x 1" length screws. The leg may be 
installed and removed by spinning the leg relative to the top mounting plate without tools. Straight legs may be specified 
with either glides or casters.

Canted Table Leg Mounting
Canted table legs have 3.5mm steel mounting plate welded to the outside of the flared section. This plate includes four 
holes for #12 thread size screws used to hold the leg to the top. Canted legs are only offered with glides.

Straight ADA Table Leg Mounting
Straight ADA table leg mounting is the same as straight leg mounting but 3" longer. Canted ADA legs are not available.

Powder-Coated Finish
30 gloss epoxy powder coating is electrostatically applied. The dry coating is then fused and cured in a baking oven to 
form a smooth, continuous film. Finish is chemical resistant, hard, and mar-resistant.

Table Surface
Table surfaces are composed of 1 1/8" thick high-density particleboard with high-pressure laminate top and balanced 
phenolic backing sheet. KI tables can hold a maximum of 1.5 lbs for each inch of perimeter evenly distributed over the 
top. Tops are pre-drilled. Total dimension is 1 1/4". Worksurface corners are rounded. Edges are standard in KI Impact edge 
colors.

Right and left wave shaped tops feature a narrowing of the depth of the table. Differential between front and back 
measurements is 6".

Glides and Casters 
All legs accept a leg socket with internal threads. The leg socket allows for the attachment of glides or casters. Leg sockets 
are molded from nylon. Glides are molded from nylon and have external threads mating with the internal threads on the 
leg socket. Glides allow for 1" height adjustment and/or leveling of the table. Caster receptors are molded from nylon. 
Each receptor has a 7/16" diameter hole to allow for mounting of an industry-standard locking soft tread caster with a 73mm 
wheel.

Leg Vertical Wire Management Clips
Vertical wire management clips are molded from clear polycarbonate that easily snaps over the table leg. Clips features as 
open section to allow wires and/or cables to pass through and control the routing of cables from the work surface to the 
floor along the leg.

Modesty Panel
Wire manager modesty panel/trough is constructed of extruded aluminum and is mounted to the worksurface underside 
using #12 screws. The panel can be mounted in one of two directions. The first direction provides an opening between the 
panel and the worksurface facing toward the  outside of the table and facilitating the running of cables off the back edge 
of the worksurfaces to the trough. The second direction provides an opening between the panel and the table top facing 
toward the inside of the table, for managing wires under the table and/or providing modesty to a person seated at the 
opposite side of the table. Modesty panels fit between two straight legs only.
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Inquire "T" and "X" Base Specifications
This system employs heavy-gauge tubular steel columns and main bars in fixed T-Base and X-Base models. The columns and 
main bars are secured together along with a heavy-gauge steel mounting plate with a draw bolt to create the leg assemblies. The 
leg assemblies are then attached by threaded screws to standard particleboard laminate tops.  

Bases are shipped KD for greater shipping density and can be assembled on site with standard tools. Overall base height (with 
glides installed) is 27 3/4", which allows an overall table height of 29”.

T-Bases
Mounting Plate: 7-gauge steel plate, 8" x 8"
Column:  14-gauge steel tubing, 2" O.D.
Main Bar:  14-gauge steel tubing, 2" O.D.
Draw bolt:  1/2 -13 threaded rod, 26 5/8" length
Glides:  1" diameter nickel-plated base with 5/16 -18 x 1" stem
Endcaps:  Glass-filled nylon material, Flannel color

X-Bases 
Mounting Plate: 7-gauge steel plate, 8" x 8"
Column:  14-gauge steel tubing, 3" O.D.
Main Bar:  14-gauge steel tubing, 2" O.D.
Draw bolt:  1/2 -13 threaded rod, 26 5/8" length
Glides:  1" diameter nickel-plated base with 5/16 -18 x 1" stem
Endcaps:  Glass-filled nylon material, Flannel color


